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Miranshah:  Senior journalist Malik 
Mumtaz Khan was gunned down on 27 
February 2013 in the South Waziristan 
region of Federally Administered Tribal 
Areas (FATA). Malik Mumtaz was 
associated with Geo TV, The News, Jang 
and ATV Khyber. He is the fifth journalist 
to be killed in Pakistan in the first two 
months of 2013. 

Mumtaz was on his way home from Miranshah Bazaar  when 
unidentified armed personnel ambushed his car and opened fire. 
Mumtaz received multiple bullet wounds on head and chest and was 
killed on spot. Nobody has claimed the responsibility for the murder.

Mumtaz had been working as a journalist for 18 years and was 
recently elected as the President of Miranshah Press Club. He was 
also a tribal elder and comes from an influential family in Miranshah. 
He has left a widow and three children in mourning. His death has 
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been received with grief and as possible,” he said. The Tribal Union of Journalists 
shock by his friends and has condemned the killing and 
colleagues. PFUJ Secretary General Amin expressed grief and anger over 

Yousaf was critical of the the loss of Malik Mumtaz.  Nasir 
Pakistan Federal Union of government for what he termed Mohmand, President TUJ, says 
Journalists (PFUJ) has strongly was “repeated failure” to check that “the government has 
condemned the killing. In a the rising target killing in the completely failed to protect the 
statement, PFUJ President country, especially of journalists journalists and journalists in FATA 
Pervaiz Shaukat said the whose killers have never been continue to work under most 
government should find and arrested. “The government dangerous conditions.” He 
punish those behind this attack. should take strict action against demanded immediate arrest of 
“We demand of the government the killers who go scot-free after Mumtaz’  killers and added that 
to direct the law enforcement committing the crime,” Yousaf government should provide 
agencies to arrest the said. complete security to the 
perpetrators of the crime as soon journalists on an urgent basis.
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Protests held against murder of journalist 
Malik Mumtaz

KHAR: The journalist's Journalists of Bannu Press Club protested against killing of 
community in Bajaur tribal region held a demonstration against the Mumtaz and demanded early 
organized a protest killers of senior journalist arrest of those who were 
demonstration against the killing Mumtaz. The demonstration was involved in killing of journalist 
of their colleague Malik Mumtaz, headed by President Bannu Press working from conflict zones. A 
the journalist from North Club Umer Diyaaz. Senior Vice demo was held outside press 
Waziristan, Hanif Ullah reports President Alam Khan, Umar club led by President Mansehra 
from Bajaur. Wazir and patron in chief Sahib Press Club Shehzad Jahangri.

Mir also participated and 
The journalists urged the addressed the participants. A joint demo of Hangu Press Club 
government to expose the killers and Alfatah Union of Journalists 
and ensure the safety of They said Mumtaz’ killing was a was also held to condemn the 
journalist working in the tribal clear assault over the freedom of killing of Mumtaz. The demo was 
areas. Large number of local expression and the killers wanted participated by almost all of the 
journalists beside the members to suppress the voice of the journalists of Hangu who chanted 
of Bajaur Press Club and civil people by killing journalists like slogans against the government 
society and workers of different Mumtaz who stood strong for the for failure in arresting the killers 
political parties participated in people's voices. of journalists. 
the protest demo. 

In Mansehra, journalists As reported by The Frontier Post

LAHORE: The Human Rights government to bring the culprits They are being targeted with 
Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), to justice and further take all impunity. Had the killers of any 
the country’s premier necessary measures to guarantee one of the 50 journalists killed in 
independent human rights the safety of journalists in order the last few years been caught 
watchdog, has condemned the to allow an enabling environment and punished, the security 
murder of Malik Mumtaz, a for them to work freely and situation for the country’s media 
journalist based at Miranshah, without intimidation. The duty of would have been better,” the 
South Waziristan. The HRCP the employers in his matter is statement said.
stated the murder is a obvious.
continuation of the disturbing They also expressed outrage over 
trend of increasing violence The South Asian Free Media the death of APP chief reporter 
against journalists. “The fact that Association, the South Asia Khushnood Sheikh in Karachi in a 
Mumtaz is the fifth journalist Media Commission and the “hit-and-run” accident by a car 
killed in the first two months of Media Commission-Pakistan have near his house after receiving 
2013 highlights the vulnerability jointly condemned the killing of threats for his refusal to pay 
and the threats those in the two journalists in a week. extortion money in what is 
journalism profession face,” it suspected to be a targeted killing.
said. The joint statement was released 

by SAFMA Secretary-General “We extend our condolences to 
At least 10 journalists were killed Imtiaz Alam, SAMC Secretary- families of the two journalists. 
in Pakistan in 2012. The HRCP General M Ziauddin and Media We demand that the government 
terms the murder and the past Commission-Pakistan President should immediately arrest and 
episodes as direct attacks on Arif Nizami and Secretary- punish those behind these 
freedom of the media. The General Babar Ayaz. The joint attacks,” they said. They also 
response of both the federal and statement said journalist Malik demanded that employers and 
provincial governments has been Mumtaz was killed in FATA when the government should provide 
completely inadequate as he was returning home after compensation to journalists’ 
journalists continue to be visiting a nearby village. families.
attacked with impunity.

“Journalists in Pakistan are As reported by Dawn
The HRCP has called upon the pursuing a hazardous profession. 
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condemns killing of journalist 

Charsadda: A senior journalist on Khan, Vice President of and thrashed us brutally,” he 
February 11, 2013 asked the Muhammadzai Union of said, adding that the SHO 
Inspector General of Police (IGP) Journalists said, he was heading registered fake narcotics cases 
of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province home from Shabqadar when the against his companions and 
to take action against the station house officer Station released them after paying 
personnel of Daudzai Police House Officer of Daudzai Police Rs55,000/- in bribes. He said he 
Station in Charsadda district for Station signaled him to stop. had proofs of torture and bribes.
allegedly harassing and detaining 
him. “The SHO took me and my fie As reported by The News 

companions to the police station 
Talking to reporters, Wajid Ali and detained us in the lock up 

Journalist seeks action against the police

IN BRIEF 

LAHORE (Feb 7, 2013 ): Waqt News reporters Saeed Lodhi and Shafqat Ahmed were 
injured when security guards at Bahria Town Lahore started torturing journalists visiting 
Bahria Town to cover President Asif Zardari’s visit. The guards used water cannons of the 
journalists trying to cover the event and dragged the Waqt news reporters out of their car 
and subjected them to torture, resulting in various injuries. The police did not intervene 
despite being present on the spot.  (As reported by Nawa-e-Waqt) 
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To be a journalist in Pakistan

Samira Shackle 

It is sometimes a surprise to outsiders — expecting censorship and oppression — that Pakistan has such a 
free and vibrant media. Speaking in 2010, the political theorist Noam Chomsky remarked that Pakistan’s 
media was less censored than in neighboring India, generally described as the world’s largest democracy. 
“In Pakistan, I listened to and read the media which go to an increasingly large part of the population,” he 
said. “Apparently, the government is willing to say to the media that you have your fun, we are not going 
to bother you. So they don’t interfere with it.”

The faults of the current government may be many and various, but it has certainly done a lot to further 
freedom of expression, a right which is laid down in the Constitution of Pakistan. At times television 
channels and newspapers have been criticized for behaving unethically, but particularly in the last decade, 
they have played a significant role in uncovering corruption and acting as a check on power. Embezzlement 
in the Pakistan Railways, bribery leading to $500m losses at the Pakistan International Airlines, and the 
rental power projects corruption case were all unveiled by journalists.

However, while reporters critical of the government may face less official interference today than they did 
before the return to civilian rule in 2008, the picture is not universally positive. Last year, a United Nations 
report ranked Pakistan as the second-most dangerous country in the world for journalists. The Committee 
to Protect Journalists, an independent international body working for press freedom, ranked it as the most 
dangerous in both 2010 and 2011. Reporters Without Borders, another independent body, consistently 
ranks Pakistan in its top 10 most hazardous places for journalists. The high death toll in the profession 
explains why. 

Since 2000, more than 90 journalists have been killed in Pakistan, and hardly any of the cases have been 
solved. Someone was sentenced for the murder of Daniel Pearl, the American journalist kidnapped and 
killed in Karachi in 2002, but this was the exception rather than the rule. Most journalists dying in the 
pursuit of their profession are Pakistani citizens rather than foreign correspondents, and their killers have 
not been held to account. At least eight journalists were killed in the country in 2012 alone, including four 
in the month of May.

One of the murders that took place that month was of Razzaq Gul, an Express News correspondent who 
was found, riddled with bullets, in Balochistan. Some have alleged that the security forces were involved. 
Another was Abdul Qadir Hajizai, who was shot in the province by armed men on motorbikes, an attack 
thought to be carried out by the Baloch Liberation Front. A high profile example of the threat to journalists 
came late last year when a bomb was found in Hamid Mir’s car. It was blamed on the Taliban.

Anyone who has visited a newspaper office recently will be aware of the heightened risk. The attack on 
Malala Yousafzai in October saw sustained negative press for the Taliban. The extremist group promptly 
threatened media offices unless they got ‘balanced’ coverage, leading to ramped up security measures. It 
is unsurprising that the threat was not taken lightly. In June, Taliban gunmen had shot at the building of 
Aaj TV, an Urdu-language news channel, wounding two guards. The Taliban have warned repeatedly that 
media outlets will be targeted as long as coverage fails to reflect its positions and justifications.

The Human Rights Watch World Report, which came out this week, notes that “a climate of fear impeded 
media coverage of the state security forces and militant groups.” The report suggests that journalists avoid 
reporting on “human rights abuses by the military in counterterrorism operations”. The threat to 
journalists comes from terrorists, but also from the powerful security establishment. Politicians of all 
stripes are freely criticized in the media, but it is more unusual to read investigations into the military or its 
senior officers. There appears to be a level of self-censorship, whereby journalists know which areas they 
can push and which they can’t.

Pakistan is home to an array of violent militant groups, pushing for a greater hold on society. To an extent, 
the dangers faced by journalists are the same as those faced by every other citizen: an increasingly poor 
law and order situation where no one can really be protected. This is demonstrated by the fact that so 
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QUETTA: Chief Secretary The chief secretary, after handing slain journalist would also be 
Balochistan Babar Yaqoob on over the cheque at Civil provided support in completing 
February 23, 2013 handed over a Secretariat, commended the their education.
cheque of Rs1 million to the journalist fraternity for their 
widow of slain Khuzdar District devotion in discharging Nearly 20 journalists have been 
journalist Abdul Haq Baloch. professional duties amid serious target killed in Balochistan since 
Baloch, the general secretary of threats and tough situation and 2008. District Khuzdar in 
Khuzdar Press Club, was gunned vowed to continue supporting Balochistan is the deadliest for 
down by armed men in Khuzdar media persons. journalists where five journalists 
city on September 29, 2012. were killed and among these were 

He said efforts were underway to the president and general 
The prime minister while taking ensure peace in the province and secretary of Khuzdar Press Club. 
notice of the incident had directed provide protection to journalists. Two sons of President Khuzdar 
the officials concerned to arrest Babar said that widow of the slain Press Club Nadeem Gurgnari were 
the culprits and announced Rs1 journalist would be given a job also among dead last year in 
million compensation for the with the provincial government Khuzdar.
bereaved family. and added that the children of the As reported by The Nation

Govt hands over Rs1m cheque to widow of slain 
Balochistan journalist

Pakistan Journalist Safety Fund
Pakistan Journalism Safety Fund (PJSF) is an initiative to provide basic financial & legal support to journalists 
under duress. The fund works under collaboration between Pakistan Federal Union of Journalists and 
Intermedia Pakistan with financial support from International Media Support.

Categories of Assistance
* Death (murder / killing / terrorism victim)
* Kidnapping/abduction
* Detention / Arrest (by state authorities)
* Assault/injury/physical harm
* Censorship/ban/gag order
* Displacement (from hometown due to conflict)
* Threat (verbal/written)
* Legal notice 
* Others

Nature of Assistance Provided
* Legal aid for family
* Trauma counseling for family
* Financial aid for family
* Relocation
* Medical aid
* Other 

If you are a journalist facing a threat, you can visiting this webpage  - 
contact us on: http://journalistsafety.org/report-a-threat/

If you report the threat online, we will call you for PFUJ: 051-287-0220 
further details, especially if you are in the need of Intermedia: 051-260-4205 
assistance.

Or write to us at
You can also apply for assistance by downloading safetyfund@intermedia.org.pk or 
the application form here - outreach@intermedia.pk
http://journalistsafety.org/2012/08/30/assistance-
application/You can also report the threat to us online by 

Contacts to Remember!
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IN BRIEF 

KARACHI (Feb 27, 2013): A 
journalist in Karachi was killed by 
gangsters on refusing to pay 
extortion money, bhatta, on his 
new house. The journalist, 
Khushnood Shaikh, had been 
asked to pay Rs1 million and was 
being threatened by goons. The 
journalist temporarily relocated to 
Islamabad after excessive threats, 
but was in Karachi on Feb 27 
when he was killed. 

GUJRANWALA (Feb 28, 2013): 
Police station Aroop has 
registered a case against Pakistan 
Tehreek-e-Insaf members who 
were involved in torturing 
journalists during coverage of PTI 
party elections. Among the 
journalists injured were Express 
TV cameraman Khurram Shahzad. 
The case has been registered 
against 20 PTI members. 

DINA (Feb 16, 2013): Journalist 
Tabbasum Hussain Shah was 
looted on gun point in Dina. 
Gunmen relieved the journalist of 
his cell phone, Rs80,000/- in cash 
and other valuables. A case has 
been registered against the theft.
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many of last year’s journalist deaths took place in Balochistan, a province where the writ of law is 
practically non-existent after years of a bloody tussle between separatists and security services.

While non-state actors such as the Taliban, Baloch nationalists and other militant groups pose a threat to 
the freedom of Pakistan’s press, elements of the state itself also play a part. The military and intelligence 
establishment is over-powerful, and the relationships between state bodies are broadly dysfunctional. As 
well as the military and civilian divide, the struggle between the government and the judiciary has been 
well documented. An independent judiciary is a crucial part of a functioning democracy, and in some 
respects, the current outfit has fulfilled its task of acting as a check on governmental power. However, civil 
society campaigners have noted that the judiciary is actually impinging on free speech, using contempt of 
court laws to restrict the publication of negative stories about — you guessed it — the judiciary.

Against this context, is freedom of expression really possible? Most societies accept certain limits on free 
speech: for instance, willfully misrepresenting facts, or inciting racial hatred. In Pakistan, blasphemy laws 
and considerations about morality set the parameters. That aside, there is a commendable commitment 
from the government to the principle of free speech and a free press. This is a fundamental part of a 
healthy democracy. But it is only one part. Another crucial aspect to a functioning civil society is law and 
order, and the safety of citizens. Until that can be guaranteed, it is likely that self-censorship on certain 
topics will continue. After all, journalists are only human.

Published in The Express Tribune, February 4, 2013

By Irfan Ashraf At the national level, the This, however, does not make the 
burgeoning media system has so issue any less important. If 

For the last three years in a row, far remained insensitive to this civilians’ deaths are the collateral 
Pakistan has been declared one of issue. Ever since the killing of the baggage largely caused by the 
the most dangerous countries in tribal journalist, Hayatullah Khan, fight between the militants and 
the world for working journalists. in a terror-related incident in security forces, victimization of 
Thirteen journalists were killed in 2006, reaction from the journalists is the direct outcome of 
different incidents in 2012. And mainstream media has remained dismantling dissident voices.
2013, not even two months old, symbolic. Violence against 
has already been stained with the More than threatening, the matter marginalized journalists is covered 
blood of three more journalists, is confusing. Some experts believe no different from the coverage of 
who lost their lives in a that the US intervention in other fateful incidents of terror, 
horrendous explosion in Quetta (in Afghanistan (in 2001) has fuelled which so far, has helped the media 
which around 90 people lost their terrorism in Pakistan, which elite and privileged journalist 
lives). coincided with the wave of media bodies to bury the underlying 

liberalization in 2002. Therefore, debate in the rituals of Reflecting on this dangerous state violence against journalists would meaningless media reports and of affairs, every year, global rights become lower once US forces protest demonstrations.organizations bemoan the withdraw from Afghanistan in 
consequences of being a journalist Does this mean that the killing of 2014. This optimism hardly seems 
and reporting in Pakistan. The journalists is no different than that to make sense if we look into the 
outcome is quite productive at of civilians in terror-related patterns of violence in totality. In 
least in one obvious way, and that attacks? Or do we need to fact, the current wave of 
is that international donors do not seriously revisit the issue with a intimidation, torture and death of 
feel any hesitation in providing different perspective? journalists is part of a structural 
funds for the capacity-building of Understandably, the number of violence that is hardly going to 
journalists in Pakistan. Despite this civilian lives that acts of terror end without inviting grassroots 
generosity, however, the graph of consume is far greater than the measures from the marginalized 
violence against journalists magnitude of violence reporters journalist community.
remains on the rise. suffer in the militancy-hit areas. 

For example, initially, the Taliban 

operating in the troubled areas of violence. Ruthless media routines, ruthless way, which has 
the north-west avoided claiming which thrive on deprivation and normalized violence against 
responsibility for killing journalists. exploitation, are the major journalists serving in the less 
Therefore, the law-enforcing manifestation of cultural violence privileged north-west and 
agencies counted such cases as against journalists. Death for Balochistan. Improvement is 
terrorism related, in order to avoid journalists comes on a much larger possible if the journalist 
the fatigue of investigation. This scale in Pakistan. The urban nature community in the conflict-hit 
official gloss-over encouraged of journalism prevents the areas could utilize its collective 
local criminal groups to browbeat resourceful mainstream media agency at the press club level and 
journalists, which increased direct from feeling the pain that is follow a united agenda to take up 
crime against reporters. In a few experienced by the marginalized, the issue of security at all 
incidents, some criminal elements underpaid reporters, who cover appropriate forums including the 
in Peshawar adopted the Taliban’s militancy in the peripheral conflict Supreme Court.
tactic of writing intimidating zone of the tribal belt and 

Published in The Express Tribune, letters to journalists. By January Balochistan. What with long hours, 
February 12, 20132012, the issue became less deadline pressures and no safety 

confusing after a Taliban measures, reporters covering 
spokesman claimed responsibly conflict are victims of nerve-
for the killing of tribal journalist wracking working conditions.
Mukkaram Khan.

No less threatening is the issue of 
If a lack of investigation representation for the 
encourages direct crime against marginalized journalists. Every 
journalists, the impunity with year, the elite media channels 
which the security agencies repeat the ritual of inviting 
operate turns this crime into celebrity talk show hosts (in 
structural violence. Unlike the Pakistan, current affairs hosts 
Taliban, the intelligence agencies consider themselves journalists) to 
have put in place a system in discuss the plight of reporters in 
which journalists seem to be conflict zones. No bigger 
causing their own death by disservice could be done to 
dissenting from the norm. journalism than the way such 
Therefore, the consistent pattern programs are conducted. In their 
of dumping journalists’ body bags evasive and superficial arguments, 
along the roadside in Balochistan the talk show hosts briefly discuss 
is a consequence of certain laid- the role of intelligence agencies in 
out conditions, which compel threatening journalists. But 
state agencies to eliminate structural violence caused by 
dissenting voices. Similarly, the media routines hardly gets a 
intimidation of dissident mention at all. This job is 
journalists in the tribal belt and meticulously crafted by 
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa is disassociating the dangerous 
considered the outcome of working routines of journalists 
conditions that are the from the culture of violence in the 
consequence of militancy and has country’s troubled areas. In other 
nothing to do with the ruthless words, violence against journalists 
official approach to suppress is covered as a sporadic terror 
journalists. activity like any other bomb blast, 

which has nothing to do with the 
While the official pattern of working conditions available to 
violence against dissident journalists.
journalists is perfectly 
understandable, if not pardonable, Therefore, the security apparatus, 
what is most worrying is the the Taliban and the urban media 
transformation of direct crime and system are seemingly mutually 
structural violence into the most exclusive forces. However, they all 
threatening form of cultural treat journalists in the same 

Life Is Cheap In Pakistan — For Journalists



IN BRIEF 

KARACHI (Feb 27, 2013): A 
journalist in Karachi was killed by 
gangsters on refusing to pay 
extortion money, bhatta, on his 
new house. The journalist, 
Khushnood Shaikh, had been 
asked to pay Rs1 million and was 
being threatened by goons. The 
journalist temporarily relocated to 
Islamabad after excessive threats, 
but was in Karachi on Feb 27 
when he was killed. 

GUJRANWALA (Feb 28, 2013): 
Police station Aroop has 
registered a case against Pakistan 
Tehreek-e-Insaf members who 
were involved in torturing 
journalists during coverage of PTI 
party elections. Among the 
journalists injured were Express 
TV cameraman Khurram Shahzad. 
The case has been registered 
against 20 PTI members. 

DINA (Feb 16, 2013): Journalist 
Tabbasum Hussain Shah was 
looted on gun point in Dina. 
Gunmen relieved the journalist of 
his cell phone, Rs80,000/- in cash 
and other valuables. A case has 
been registered against the theft.
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DSadaf Baig have ever publicly accepted their in accordance with the tycoon’s 
affiliation with any political party, the wishes. The anchors Mubbashir 

The Committee for Protection of news content and the framing of the Luqman and Meher Bukhari were 
Journalists, CPJ has ranked Pakistan scripts gives obvious clues. These even heard joking about framing the 
among the three most dangerous political affiliations, whether on the questions properly so as to make 
countries for journalist in the world part of media organizations or sure that they don’t ‘appear to be 
for the 2nd consecutive year. A total individual journalists make them a planted’. 
of 87 working journalists in Pakistan party to one group while Such rampant corruption in media 
have been killed in the last 12 years – simultaneously alienating them from organizations has had an extremely 
in the last 6 years at least one all others. In an ideal situation, this negative impact on media credibility. 
journalist has been shot dead every political bias should harm only the But worse is the media’s own failure 
single month. The common journalists’ credibility, but with law to weed out such black sheep. In 
perception about journalists’ death is and order situation being what it is, fact, all media personal who have 
that they occur only in the conflict and the presence of armed wings of publicly reprimanded for unethical 
areas like FATA and Balochistan. most political parties, this type of and even illegal practices have easily 

political affiliation leads to a growing found better paying positions in rival 
However, fact is, 24 of the 87 number of safety threats to media organizations and have even 
journalists have been shot in Sindh journalists. been accepted back by the media 
out of which 10 have been killed in consumer. 
Karachi, Pakistan’s largest A number of fellow students in my 
metropolitan city. The number of own Universities’ mass The media’s failure to act against 
journalists killed in Punjab is also communication department were a such practices has encouraged 
over 20. Neither of these two part to student wings of key political unethical, irresponsible behavior on 
provinces are currently facing armed groups. They have all gone on to join the part of media practitioners. The 
conflict. large media organizations and are Maher Bukhari and Mubashir 

working on influential, even editorial Luqman episode and the fact that 
According to CPJ, over 50% of the positions. It is unlikely, that all of they haven’t faced any repercussions 
journalists killed in Pakistan were them have given up their political is a testament to the severity of the 
covering political beats; which means affiliation and the influence of their corruption in media.  
they were in no direct confrontation political ideology is easily detectable 
with the non state elements in the content they produce and The media itself can take the 
generally blamed for journalist approve. responsibility for discouraging these 
assassinations. In fact, political practices.
parties and security agencies have The political influence in media is not 
both been blamed for targeting limited to induction of political Becoming party to any type of 
journalists. workers in media organizations. The political or social propaganda defies 

legitimacy of information ministry’s the basic nature of journalism. 
During a recent consultation meeting ‘secret fund’ for journalists is Making journalists aware of their 
held by UNESCO, Haider Abbas Rizvi, currently being debated in the ethical responsibility to report fairly 
the Chairperson of National Supreme Court of Pakistan. The very and without bias would not just 
Assemblies’ Standing Committee for  fact that the government has been make them better journalists but 
Protection of Journalists pointed sanctioning a secret fund to would also reduce the threats that 
towards a oft ignored factor, that influence journalists is an indication their unethical practices are exposing 
plays a role in compromising the of the level of corruption that the them to.
security of journalists in Pakistan; the media has been exposed to and has 
obvious presence of political bias in been influenced by. Most opinion If, on the other hand, such obvious 
media content.  Even though, Haider makers on current affairs shows have unethical practices continue, the 
Abbas Rizvi is a part of a political faced accusations of being on pay media lends itself not just to physical 
party termed as one of the worse rolls of intelligence agencies and security threats, but also to the 
pressure groups on media, his supporting their propaganda. threat of official regulation that 
comments about political bias are would work against the principles for 
not off the mark. A recent social media exposé of free press and independent media 

Dunya TV’s special transmission with that media pioneers in Pakistan have 
Political bias in Pakistani news real state tycoon Malik Riaz showed struggled and suffered for. 
channels is almost inbuilt. Even two of the top rated current affair Originally published in 
though none of the media groups show hosts adjusting their questions www.thekooza.com 

Ethics and safety of journalists 
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An international conference is The international conference is 
planned in Pakistan on March 6- planned to build on local efforts Attending the conference will 
7, 2013 to highlight the to raise the public profile of be a variety of Pakistani 
intensity and scale of impunity impunity against journalists by representative associations of 
against journalists and media in bringing together all key media workers, owners and 
the country and bring it the stakeholders from within professionals and media 
attention of key stakeholders in Pakistan and key international defense groups such as Pakistan 
both Pakistan and at the media defense groups to Broadcasters Association (PBA), 
international level. The discuss ways of combating the Pakistan Council of Newspaper 
conference also will aim to link violence against media and Editors (CPNE), Pakistan Federal 
up media defense groups from journalists in the country and Union of Journalists (PFUJ); 
Pakistan with their key what best lessons from the Pakistan News Agencies Council 
international level counterparts world Pakistan can partly adopt.  (PNAC), senior management 
to facilitate networking on from mainstream media 
solutions and ideas as well as The international conference houses, and among others; the 
inflow of international support, also seeks to join forces with a government; security agencies 
advocacy expertise and new UN Action Plan Against and civil society 
technical assistance for Impunity for five pilot countries, representatives, etc. 
Pakistan’s beleaguered media.   including Pakistan, where 

journalists and media are facing Expected to attend the 
At least 65 journalists have a variety of serious hardships. conference from abroad, among 
been killed in Pakistan in the The UN Plan of Action is others, will be key international 
last five years and hundreds expected to be rolled out in media support groups such as 
attacked, injured, kidnapped, 2013 and is aimed at lending Committee to Protect 
arrested and intimidated in a international support for action Journalists (CPJ), Media Legal 
variety of ways in the same against impunity.   Defense Initiative (MLDI), 
period. From 2007 to 2012 the Article IX, International 
average number of journalists The international conference Federation of Journalists (IFJ), 
killed every year is 13 – one will be conducted by Intermedia Freedom House, International 
every 28 days. There has been Pakistan, a national media News Safety Institute (INSI), 
no prosecution and conviction support and development Reporters Without Borders 
of any attacker – the prevalence group – with support from (RSF), Free Press Unlimited 
of impunity is huge. Despite Open Society Foundations- (FPU), International Media 
recent efforts by a variety of Pakistan (OSF), International Support (IMS), UNESCO, 
actors to combat this trend, the Media Support (IMS) and International Press Institute 
scale of impunity hasn’t been United Nations Educational, (IPI), Internews Network, etc.
dented.  Scientific & Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO). 

Intermedia organizing 
international conference in 
Pakistan on combating impunity 
against journalists in March
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ISLAMABAD: The Islamabad High from Islamabad since the past that because the application 
Court has cancelled the new many years. He stated the which Mehmood had submitted 
declaration of daily Dunya Islamabad deputy commissioner to the deputy commissioner 
newspaper and admitted a issued the declaration for Dunya carried their (petitioner and his 
petition against cancellation of the newspaper to Mian Aamir brother) wrong address, the 
old Dunya declaration. Justice Riaz Mehmood without informing notice could not reach them. 
Ahmad Khan conducted the them. Based on this, the applicant 
hearing on the plea, filed by Abdul added, their declaration was 
Samad Khan. The petitioner argued that the cancelled and after a few days 

deputy commissioner could not Mian Aamir Mehmood was issued 
Through his counsel Waqas annul their declaration according a new declaration instead.
Zameer, the petitioner submitted to The Newspapers, News 
that his brother, Zahid Khan, had Agencies and Book Registration As reported by The Nation
been publishing Dunya newspaper Ordinance, 2002. He submitted 

Newspaper declaration cancelled

UMERKOT: Feb 16, 2013: Sindh him by the Umerkot District Bar well couples finally approach 
High Court Chief Justice Mushir Association on Saturday, Chief courts for separation after 
Alam has advised the media not Justice Alam said that the media differences crop up between 
to glamorize every case of free- should exercise the utmost husband and wife,” he said, 
will marriage and love affair as caution while reporting love adding that in such cases the 
this practice unnecessarily affairs and free-will marriages, he woman was left nowhere as her 
encourages disobedience of said, adding that glamorizing such parents did not accept her and 
parents in youths and casts an affairs was bound to cast a she had already lost sympathies of 
overall bad effect on society. negative impact on the minds of her in-laws.

youth. “I have come across a 
Speaking at a reception hosted for number of such cases where free- As reported by Dawn

Court advises media not to ‘glamorize’ 
every love affair

ISLAMABAD:  The Senate Standing Regulatory Authority (Pemra). Dubai but it proved wrong.
Committee on Information and   
Broadcasting in February 2013 During the discussion regarding a The committee chairman asked 
directed the federal secretary dubbed Turkish dramas being Secretary Information and 
concerned to launch a probe into broadcasted on private channels, Broadcasting Agha Nadeem to 
the alleged issuance of a bogus Director General Licensing Pemra take immediate notice of the issue 
license to a private television Ashfaq Jumani apprised the and submit investigation report in 
channel Urdu One. The committee committee that the channel the next committee meeting. 
met here with Senator Kamil Agha showing Turkish dramas was Chairman Pemra Rashid Chaudhry 
in the chair that took up the issue issued bogus license. He said as apprised the committee that the 
of the massive airing of foreign pre-requisite, the channel had private television channel had 
and dubbed content by private applied for landing rights showing obtained stay order from Sindh 
television channels in sheer the ownership of M/s Alliance High Court after the Authority 
violation of the rules defined by Media FZLLC, UAE having its issued a notice over violation of 
Pakistan Electronic Media registered office at Studio City in rules. The committee also sought 

Senate body for probe into bogus licensing 
of TV channel

report on the status of court case other private television channels. India and depict Indian culture. 
asking the Pemra to do the Kamil Agha commented that the Responding to another comment, 
required against the channel. cable operators had been relaying Chairman Pemra said some 
 films challenging the national private television channels have 
The Ministry of Information and interests just due to the fact that been fined for airing objectionable 
Broadcasting was also asked to the Pemra had not defined the advertisements and also 
revisit the Pemra laws to ensure qualification of cable operators. suspended the license of a 
protection of local entertainment  channel.
industry. Senator Pervaiz Rasheed The Senate body asked the  
apprised the committee that the Secretary Information to come up Briefing the committee, President 
landing rights were supposed to with a report containing the Pakistan Federal Union of 
be for news channels only having measures the ministry could take Journalists Shaukat Pervaiz said 90 
nothing to do with the against law-violating channels and journalists had lost their lives in 
entertainment channels and also apprise about legal hitches if line of their duties but the victim 
questioned the criteria for getting there were any. families were not paid 
the landing rights.  compensation. He suggested the 
 Asif Raza Mir, a film actor pointed insurance cover for journalists 
Senator Farhatullah Babar out Pakistani channels had besides establishment of an 
suggested the committee to take excessively been airing Indian and endowment fund for journalists as 
strict notice of the issue and direct other foreign content despite the announced by the prime minister.
special investigation to punish the fact that India had banned  
people responsible. He also Pakistani channels. In response, The committee head asked 
stressed the constant revisiting of the Chairman Pemra said the President PFUJ to come up with 
the Pemra laws what he said were Indian government had not the draft bill for protection and 
inadequate and that their banned Pakistani films and welfare of journalists that would 
implementation was also dramas rather the country’s be taken up by the committee. In 
questionable. information ministry had this regard, Farhatullah Babar 
 formulated certain regulations called for ratification of a UN 
He said the Pemra’s Council of which were pre-requisite for any memorandum that would also 
Complaints also seemed to be foreign party to get permission. press the government to pay 
powerless and asked whether the  compensation to the victim 
cable operators had also Humayun Saeed, the film actor, families of the murdered 
undergone the procedure to said the Indian government journalists.
obtain permission for four CDA allowed the foreign dramas and 
channels as had been adopted for films only if they were pictured in  As reported by The News
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ISLAMABAD: The Islamabad High from Islamabad since the past that because the application 
Court has cancelled the new many years. He stated the which Mehmood had submitted 
declaration of daily Dunya Islamabad deputy commissioner to the deputy commissioner 
newspaper and admitted a issued the declaration for Dunya carried their (petitioner and his 
petition against cancellation of the newspaper to Mian Aamir brother) wrong address, the 
old Dunya declaration. Justice Riaz Mehmood without informing notice could not reach them. 
Ahmad Khan conducted the them. Based on this, the applicant 
hearing on the plea, filed by Abdul added, their declaration was 
Samad Khan. The petitioner argued that the cancelled and after a few days 

deputy commissioner could not Mian Aamir Mehmood was issued 
Through his counsel Waqas annul their declaration according a new declaration instead.
Zameer, the petitioner submitted to The Newspapers, News 
that his brother, Zahid Khan, had Agencies and Book Registration As reported by The Nation
been publishing Dunya newspaper Ordinance, 2002. He submitted 

Newspaper declaration cancelled

UMERKOT: Feb 16, 2013: Sindh him by the Umerkot District Bar well couples finally approach 
High Court Chief Justice Mushir Association on Saturday, Chief courts for separation after 
Alam has advised the media not Justice Alam said that the media differences crop up between 
to glamorize every case of free- should exercise the utmost husband and wife,” he said, 
will marriage and love affair as caution while reporting love adding that in such cases the 
this practice unnecessarily affairs and free-will marriages, he woman was left nowhere as her 
encourages disobedience of said, adding that glamorizing such parents did not accept her and 
parents in youths and casts an affairs was bound to cast a she had already lost sympathies of 
overall bad effect on society. negative impact on the minds of her in-laws.

youth. “I have come across a 
Speaking at a reception hosted for number of such cases where free- As reported by Dawn

Court advises media not to ‘glamorize’ 
every love affair
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Committee on Information and   
Broadcasting in February 2013 During the discussion regarding a The committee chairman asked 
directed the federal secretary dubbed Turkish dramas being Secretary Information and 
concerned to launch a probe into broadcasted on private channels, Broadcasting Agha Nadeem to 
the alleged issuance of a bogus Director General Licensing Pemra take immediate notice of the issue 
license to a private television Ashfaq Jumani apprised the and submit investigation report in 
channel Urdu One. The committee committee that the channel the next committee meeting. 
met here with Senator Kamil Agha showing Turkish dramas was Chairman Pemra Rashid Chaudhry 
in the chair that took up the issue issued bogus license. He said as apprised the committee that the 
of the massive airing of foreign pre-requisite, the channel had private television channel had 
and dubbed content by private applied for landing rights showing obtained stay order from Sindh 
television channels in sheer the ownership of M/s Alliance High Court after the Authority 
violation of the rules defined by Media FZLLC, UAE having its issued a notice over violation of 
Pakistan Electronic Media registered office at Studio City in rules. The committee also sought 

Senate body for probe into bogus licensing 
of TV channel

report on the status of court case other private television channels. India and depict Indian culture. 
asking the Pemra to do the Kamil Agha commented that the Responding to another comment, 
required against the channel. cable operators had been relaying Chairman Pemra said some 
 films challenging the national private television channels have 
The Ministry of Information and interests just due to the fact that been fined for airing objectionable 
Broadcasting was also asked to the Pemra had not defined the advertisements and also 
revisit the Pemra laws to ensure qualification of cable operators. suspended the license of a 
protection of local entertainment  channel.
industry. Senator Pervaiz Rasheed The Senate body asked the  
apprised the committee that the Secretary Information to come up Briefing the committee, President 
landing rights were supposed to with a report containing the Pakistan Federal Union of 
be for news channels only having measures the ministry could take Journalists Shaukat Pervaiz said 90 
nothing to do with the against law-violating channels and journalists had lost their lives in 
entertainment channels and also apprise about legal hitches if line of their duties but the victim 
questioned the criteria for getting there were any. families were not paid 
the landing rights.  compensation. He suggested the 
 Asif Raza Mir, a film actor pointed insurance cover for journalists 
Senator Farhatullah Babar out Pakistani channels had besides establishment of an 
suggested the committee to take excessively been airing Indian and endowment fund for journalists as 
strict notice of the issue and direct other foreign content despite the announced by the prime minister.
special investigation to punish the fact that India had banned  
people responsible. He also Pakistani channels. In response, The committee head asked 
stressed the constant revisiting of the Chairman Pemra said the President PFUJ to come up with 
the Pemra laws what he said were Indian government had not the draft bill for protection and 
inadequate and that their banned Pakistani films and welfare of journalists that would 
implementation was also dramas rather the country’s be taken up by the committee. In 
questionable. information ministry had this regard, Farhatullah Babar 
 formulated certain regulations called for ratification of a UN 
He said the Pemra’s Council of which were pre-requisite for any memorandum that would also 
Complaints also seemed to be foreign party to get permission. press the government to pay 
powerless and asked whether the  compensation to the victim 
cable operators had also Humayun Saeed, the film actor, families of the murdered 
undergone the procedure to said the Indian government journalists.
obtain permission for four CDA allowed the foreign dramas and 
channels as had been adopted for films only if they were pictured in  As reported by The News
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This report is prepared by 
Intermedia Pakistan with support 
from Foundation Open Society 
Pakistan and International Media 
Support. For detailed updates on 
journalist safety issues in Pakistan, 
please visit our special website 
journalistsafety.org

If you are a journalist under threat 
please contact us on 
outreach@intermedia.pk or report 
the threat at 
http://journalistsafety.org/report-
a-threat/

Media Threats Bulletin is a 
monthly publication, compiling 
key news items about threats to 
media in Pakistan. The bulletin 
can be accessed at 
journnalistsafety.org If you would 
like to receive the monitor and 
regular updates on journalist 
safety issues in Pakistan, follow 
our website or email us at 
outreach@Intremedia.pk for 
subscription.
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In February 2013, a total of 46 stories were published on 
security and FoE [freedom of expression] threats to the 
media in the monitored newspapers. Physical and security 
threats to journalists were most widely reported and 45% of 
the total published articles and news pieces on media 
focused on Physical and Security threats to journalists, 18% 
focused on FoE and 1% were about media ethics. Among 
other stories was the issue of licensing of entertainment 
channel Urdu one and different articles on the state of media.

NEWSMAKERS IN THE NEWS

Focus of news stories on media and journalists

One journalist, Malik Mumtaz was killed in FATA. Another 
perished as goons targeted him for refusing to pay 
extortion money for a  new house. Four journalists were 
injured in three different incidents. 

Sub Categories of reported security threats

Other
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